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Introduction 
The first three papers in this issue of Information and Control were 
presented at the NSF-sponsored Workshop on Recursion Theoretic Aspects 
of Computer Science held at Purdue University in May 1981. All authors of 
accepted papers were invited to submit papers for a Special Issue of Infor- 
mation and Control. The response was higher than anticipated, and space 
limitations precluded inclusion of all accepted papers in a single issue. The 
remaining papers have already appeared as Volume 52, Number 1, of this 
Journal. 
As is customary, all of the papers appearing as parts of these Special 
Issues have been refereed according to the usual standard of this Journal. 
Reflecting the nature of the conference, some of the papers are of an 
expository or survey nature. It" is our pleasure to thank the authors and the 
referees for their cooperation and prompt response. Michael Machtey 
deserves pecial mention for his participation during the initial planning of 
the conference. 
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